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A R I A D N E

ARIADNE is a 1-ton dual-phase Time Projection Chamber (TPC) with a novel optical readout.
The secondary scintillation light produced in the holes of a THick Gas Electron Multiplier
(THGEM) is captured by Electron Multiplying Charge Coupled Device (EMCCD) cameras or
fast TPX3Cams mounted externally via glass viewports. Optical readout has the potential to be
a cost effective alternative to charge readout in future LArTPCs. First ever optical images of
argon interactions from the operation of the ARIADNE detector at the CERN T9 testbeam are
presented. 3D track reconstruction of cosmic muons collected at the University of Liverpool is
also detailed.
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1. Introduction

Kiloton-scale Liquid Argon Time Projection Chambers (LArTPCs) for neutrino physics are
soon expected to be realised. The DUNE project [1] is proposing the use of four 17,000 ton
LArTPCs. The cost and complexity of these large scale detectors means that early R&D work has
the potential for a large return on investment. ARIADNE (ARgon ImAging DetectioN chambEr)
is a 1-ton dual-phase LArTPC, built to pursue the initial demonstration of optical readout [2, 3] on
a larger scale. Optical readout presents many advantages over the traditional charge readout. In
this paper a summary of results from operation at CERN’s T9 beamline as well as fast imaging of
LAr interactions with a TP3Cam are detailed.

2. The ARIADNE Detector and Operation Principle

Figure 1 shows a general overview of the ARIADNE detector and the operation principle. The
ARIADNE TPC is 54 x 54 cm (x,y) with a total drift length of 80 cm (z). Four PMTs are in-
stalled below the TPC, providing detector triggering via the detection of primary scintillation (S1)
light, and also performing auxiliary detection of secondary scintillation (S2) light. The field cage
of the TPC is composed of a total of 79 field-shaping rings, spaced 1 cm apart. The cathode is
installed at the base of the field cage and can be biased up to 80 kV, providing a drift field of up
to 1 kV/cm within the TPC. Above the field cage is an extraction grid, with a Thick Gas Electron
Multiplier (THGEM) 11 mm above the grid. The space between the extraction grid and THGEM
forms the extraction region, which is nominally biased with an extraction field of 3 kV/cm. To shift
the 128 nm Vacuum Ultra Violet (VUV) light that is produced in the THGEM holes to 420 nm,
a glass plate placed 2mm above the THGEM plane is coated with Tetraphenyl Butadiene (TPB).
Four EMCCD cameras (or TPX3Cam), installed outside of the cryostat, look down at the THGEM
through optical viewports and capture the S2 light produced in the THGEM holes. A more detailed
description of the detector design and operation can be found in [4].

3. ARIADNE at the CERN T9 Beamline

The ARIADNE detector was operated at the T9 beamline at CERN’s East Hall [5] for 18
days during March and April of 2018, and data from electrons, muons, pions and protons (as
well as their anti-particles) were collected at momenta between 0.5 and 8.0 GeV/c. A total of
just under 800,000 events were collected, split evenly between the positive and negative polarities.
Information concerning the relative fractions of each particle species, as measured at the T9 source,
can be found in [5]. Figure 2 displays a selection of raw data images of negative polarity particle
tracks taken on the CERN T9 beamline by the ARIADNE detector. This represents the first optical
imaging of LAr-particle interactions on a beamline, using a dual-phase LArTPC. The THGEM
field for these results was 27 kV/cm. At this field the light produced is within the proportional
electroluminescence regime. The detector configuration and more results taken during beamline
operation are detailed in [4].
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Figure 1: (Left) The ARIADNE detector. (Right) The Operation Principle. A charged particle enters the
active region of the TPC and interacts with the liquid phase, producing an S1 signal, seen by the PMTs, and
ionising the argon. The free electrons drift upwards in response to an electric field and are extracted into the
gas phase. These electrons are further accelerated by the THGEM producing an S2 signal. This is imaged
by the cameras.

4. Fast Imaging with TPX3Cam

To overcome the speed limitation of the EMCCDs, a new camera based on TPX3 technology
was tested. The first successful demonstration of this technology was performed using the ARI-
ADNE prototype vessel in low pressure CF4 by the authors [6]. Following this demonstration, one
EMMCD camera from ARIADNE was replaced with a TPX3Cam. The operation principle of the
TPX3Cam is shown in Figure 3. The assembly consists of a lens coupled to a Photonis Cricket
image intensifier (≈ 33% QE at 420 nm), which boosts the S2 light signal. The incident light is
converted to charge through a photo-cathode, and these electrons are then multiplied through a dual
microchannel plate (MCP). The amplified charge is then converted back to light using a phosphor
screen. The photons from the phosphor screen are focused to light sensitive silicon, bump bonded
to a TPX3 chip (55 µm, 256 × 256 pixel array). Light incident onto the silicon will excite an
electron-hole pair. The TPX3 ASIC then accumulates these electrons. If the overall charge exceeds
a user defined threshold (a typical minimum operating threshold is around 500 e−), the TPX3 chip
registers a hit (with 1.6 ns resolution). This is known as the Time of Arrival (ToA). The accu-
mulated charge is then discharged at a continuous rate, through the capacitor, until the charge has
dropped below the predefined threshold. The length of time for which the charge remains over
threshold is known as Time over Threshold (ToT). This value is directly proportional to the initial
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3.0 GeV/c anti-proton candidate, maximum intensity = 21894 ADU

5.0 GeV/c electromagnetic shower, maximum intensity = 12916 ADU

0.7 GeV/c nuclear recoil, maximum intensity
= 5632 ADU

0.5 GeV/c delta ray candidate, maximum
intensity = 3695 ADU

Figure 6 – A selection of negative polarity LAr-particle interactions taken on the CERN T9 beamline, captured by the
ARIADNE dual-phase LArTPC detector. The scale is common.

The track images show in figure 6 represents a 2D projection of a 3D event with the detectors
active region. It becomes necessary to combine the xy and calorimetry information from these EMCCDs
images with a z information from the PMTs. This allows for a full 3D track length, and position of the
particle track with the TPC volume, to be reconstructed, demonstrated in18. This reconstruction method
requires low pile-up events, as it becomes necessary to correlate PMT S1 and S2 pulses with EMCCD
tracks. Figure 6 represent a cropped section of the 54x54cm (xy) active area of the THGEM. The full
images are much noisier, containing several tracks, due to the 0.4msec exposure and the abundance of
”halo” muons generated by the proton synchrotron (the origin of the T9 beamline). This made full 3D
reconstruction di�cult, therefore it became necessary to find a high-speed, purely optical solution.

4 Cosmic Muon Studies at Liverpool LAr Lab

Cosmic particle data was collected at the Liverpool LAr Lab, around May 2019, for detector charac-
terisation using cosmic muons. For this data run, a monolithic THGEM was used, which is simpler to
bias, resulting in a higher stable field. The rate of cosmic muons within the 53x53cm active region area
of the THGEM is ⇡ 50Hz 19 (the readout rate of the EMCCD). This means cosmic muon events were
low pileup. Unless specified, all EMCCDs were operated in 4 bin mode (1.1mm/pixel resolution), with
1000 gain and a 1msec exposure. The cathode and extraction grid have respective biases of �46.0kV
and �3.0kV , giving a drift field of 0.540kV/cm. The THGEM was operated with a field of 30.0kV . All
PMTs were biased to around �1kV (this was individually varied so each PMT gave a similar repsonse).
The detector pressure was ⇡ 1.1bar.
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Figure 2: Beamline events as captured by the ARIADNE detector

incident photon flux on the silicon sensor (similar to intensity in an EMCCD). ToT is recorded with
10-bit resolution. The TPX3 chip then sends a packet containing 4 pieces of information - x, y pixel
position, ToA (z) and ToT. This allows for full 3D reconstruction using a single device. The TPX3
camera produces these information packets in a data driven format (i.e. records pixels only above
the user defined threshold). The maximum readout rate is 80 Mhits/s. These properties make TPX3
ideal for optical readout, due to the high readout rate, natively 3D raw data, with low storage due
to zero suppression.

Figure 4 shows cosmic muons LAr interactions taken with a single TPX3Cam mounted on the
ARIADNE detector. The field in the THGEM holes was 29 kV/cm and the spatial resolution in
this configuration is 1.1mm/pixel (similar to the EMCCDs in 4 bin mode). The left hand image
shows 1.75 s of continuous streaming. This corresponds to a 2.9 km drift (the drift velocity in
LAr is 0.16 cm/µm at 0.5 kV/cm). The right hand side images show a ≈50 µs drift snapshot,
corresponding to ≈10 cm cosmic muon tracks (with delta ray).

a better signal to background, and a more sparse readout (reducing cost). Obviously, camera resolution
is not the only limiting factor to LArTPC detector spatial resolution. For kTon-scale TPCs, it has been
estimated that the electron di↵usion (at a nominal drift field of 0.5kV/cm) will be ⇡ 4.2mm over a drift
length of 12m 20. Therefore, the e↵ect of a 16 bin image resolution, for large-scale LArTPCs, will be
comparable to transverse electron di↵usion.

4.1.3 Sensitivity Studies

Figure 11 shows the results from an investigation into the sensitivity of EMCCDs, through the average
total pixel intensity across the length of the track, at a variety of THGEM fields - 27.0 � 32.0kV/cm.

4x4 binning with gain 1000. 8x8 binning with gain 500.

Figure 11 – An EMCCD sensitivity study plotting the average pixel intensity across the length of a particle track, using
cosmic muons, for a range of THGEM fields. Each datapoint represents the MPV of a Laudau, with the y-error being the
error on the MPV, and x-error being the power supply precision. Each graph has a linear and exponential function plotted
highlighting each regime of the THGEM.

As it apparent from figure 11, EMCCDs are sensitive to the low gain region (as shown by the
linear function) of the THGEM - the pure electroluminescence regime. Once the field is over 28.5kV ,
the THGEM enters the exponential electron multiplication regime. As muons are Minimum Ionising
Particles (MIPs) they lose energy at a rate of ⇡ 2.1MeV/cm in LAr 21. Being sensitivity to low gain
regime THGEM region means that with EMCCD optical readout, THGEMs can be operated at a field
that has long term stability, while still providing a signals well distinguishable from the EMCCDs intrinsic
background.

5 Fast Optical Imaging

5.1 Motivation

EMCCDs represents ideal optical readout technology for low pile-up events. However, due to acquisition
rate limitations (⇡ 50Hz) EMCCDs can only provide 2D representations of 3D geometries, within a
LArTPC (which has a nominal drift velocity ⇡ 2mm/µs). Only by combining with timing information
from another high acquisition rate device - for example PMTs, is it possible to create full 3D reconstruc-
tion. This requires simple tracks geometries and low-pile situations, where correlation between PMT
signals and EMCCD tracks is apparent. Therefore, it becomes necessary to find a single photon sensitive,
high speed camera.
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Figure 12 – The detection principle of the TPX3 Camera. An optical device is created through bump bonding a silicon
sensor to the TPX3 chip. By combining with an image intensifier it is possible to have a signal over the intrinsic noise of
the TPX3 chip.
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Figure 3: The operation principle of a TPXCam.
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Figure 4: Cosmic muon LAr interactions taken with a TPX3Cam on ARIADNE. The left image represents
1.75 s continuous streaming. The right tracks are ≈12 cm (top) and ≈5 cm (bottom) long, respectively.

5. Outlook

Optical readout shows great promise in terms of performance and cost-efficiency for kiloton
scale dual-phase LAr detectors and could conceivably be used for the fourth DUNE module - the
technology for which has not yet been decided. Key benefits using a TPX3cam system include: (1)
raw data is natively 3D, (2) very fast readout rates (80 MHits/s), (3) zero suppressed readout, (4)
well established physics sensor, (5) low cost, (6) same readout possible for dual-phase or gas TPCs.
In the imminent future the TPX4 sensor is expected to be released which will have a larger size
with 448×512 pixel array. Considering the 720 m2 area of the proposed DUNE module, the entire
detector could be read out with 320 TPX4 cameras, each looking at a field of view of 1.5×1.5 m
with ≈ 3 mm/pixel resolution.
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